A   NOTE   ON   SOURCES
T
HE narrative falls into three parts naturally. The first covers
the period from 1919 to 1927 and may be called., with
reservations., the consolidation of the Republic. Here the sailing
is reasonably plain-, and I have taken as basis for the narrative
an earlier work to which had been appended an elaborate biblio-
graphy/ That narrative has been radically revised. The third
covers the period, from 1932 to 1933—the murder of the Republic
—and is almost equally plain sailing, for here the narrative is
above all one of exciting events,, and the sources used will be easily
identified in the list that follows* The second covers the years
1927 to 1932—the years of decision-—years lacking in obvious
drama and badly served by commentators. Here the sources are
much less easily accessible, and are difllcult to detail None of
the sources need especial mention, but I cannot avoid singling
out Georg BcrnhardYj" book., which covers exactly the same
ground as that covered in the following pages* I had completed
the first draft of my own narrative when it first came into my
hands, and it has been much used in the many subsequent re-
writings. But while I have in certain cases modified judgments
and amplified statements from the additional knowledge he
supplies, I felt that, both in conception and treatment, my own
narrative differed so much from his that the publication of the
latter would not render that of the former superfluous, I have
differed from him on many points, but never without diffidence
and much searching of sources as well as of heart.
The bibliography is not meant to be exhaustive. I have listed
no technically legal or economic books and no literary works,
although some of the last especially are of capital importance for
the student, but had I done so the list would have been outra-
geously long,
* Republican Germany* by Hugh Quiglcy and R, T. Clark, London, 1928,
f I have, except on rare occasions, and then for a special reason, everywhere
omitted the usual "Mr.," <sM.?n "Herr," "Dr.," "Graf," etc., not out of
dislike of formality, but simply because to have retained these would have
added several thousands of words to a narrative already overlong,

